We wish we might have our wish for NSQ to forever continue to brighten the sky of the nursing science universe.
Speaking for untold others, I offer sentiments of appreciation that for the past 30 years your visionary light has brightened an ever-expanding tome for all who care to learn about nursing theories, frameworks, and discipline-specific issues of concern. As a guide, a muse, you have provided hopeful illumination during both nurses' and nursing's finest hours of brilliance, as well as periods of threatening darkness. That light enhances the never-ending transformation of nursing's identity as we forever struggle to further define our theoryguided existence.
While I write from my own experience, I believe it may express the spoken and unspoken voices of countless aspiring and seasoned nurse scholars. The particulars vary, but the essence does not, as it represents your centered presence, sprinkled with meaning moments that never fade away. As a case in point, I vividly remember a conversation we had in 1988 when, in a matter-of-fact manner, you said to me, "Rogers' science of unitary human beings does not have a practice methodology. Elizabeth, you need to develop one." I had little idea of what a practice methodology was, and I certainly did not know how to create one. Within 45 minutes, you guided me to understand what needed to be included and provided a general idea of how to go about it. Soon I wrote a nursing practice methodology that derived from Rogers' theoretical framework. No way could that have happened without on-the-spot and to-the-point teaching that did not convey any specifics, only the brass tacks of what was needed. Your direction, encouragement, and belief that I could do it, inspired the confidence that allowed it to happen. I stand alongside numerous others you challenged to do what you could see needed to and could be done. This happened as you fostered a mutual process environment that allowed freedom for creativity to flourish. And so it did! NSQ is a venue where the writings of thoughtful leaders in nursing can be found on 30 years of its pages. Readers have progressively benefitted from your wisdom, leadership, and vision to develop this journal as a unique repository where nursing science scholarship could create a life of its own. And so it has! Your star burns brightly, Dr. Parse. Celebration of 30 years as sole founder and editor of NSQ does not end; it enjoys a renewing beginning as each issue gives birth to the next, ongoing year after year. Continue on-and take us with you.
Gratefully, Elizabeth Elizabeth Ann Manhart Barrett, RN; PhD; FAAN
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